NZR modellers in all scales getting together to
share their common interest in our own railways.

Regular meetings the last Sunday of every month from
10am at rear of Colin Barry’s garage, 7 Hadlow Place,
Burnside. 03 358 3681, colin.barry@clear.net.nz
Burnside

Jessy Blunsdon’s model of A428 built from a North Yard kit was looking good after a
strip down and repaint with Rustoleum Flat Black Primer. Jessy decanted the paint
and applied it with his airbrush. He followed this with some nice subtle weathering,
mainly below the running plate and tender sills, but also along the boiler top. It’s
nice to see the ashpan area and the drivers and leading wheels getting some
realistic weathering attention.
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One never knows whether a bright warm summer’s day
is a blessing or a curse so far as numbers attending is
concerned. On such a day it’s always so tempting to go on
some sort of family outing. For whatever reason, on this
particular day a goodly number of families would have
been waiting till after lunch for any possible summer
Sunday jaunts.
Those to arrive earliest were treated to the sounds of
Colin Barry’s Uc going through its paces on the test track.
We’re reluctant to call the Uc ‘finished’ because as with
any model there are still more details that could/should be
added. Jacks are glaring example at the moment. Anyway
it is running well and was sounding really great with a
Loksound v4 decoder running sound project 76440 — the
NSWGR Class Z27 Hunslett 2-6-0 — a loco of very similar
vintage to the Uc and even having a similar five-chime
whistle.
It was good to see Neil Andrews along — especially with
some interesting models to show. These included a
freelanced 1:32-scale 1930s bus with a styrene body built
from scratch onto a plastic kit truck chassis, and a traction
engine adapted from a whitemetal Wills showman’s engine
kit, also in 1:32 scale.

Neil Andrews’ 1:32-scale traction engine was adapted from
a whitemetal Wills kit

Neil’s 1930s bus has a body scratchbuilt from styrene fitted
to the chassis from a 1:32 plastic truck kit. This mimics the
prototype practises of the time whereby local
coachbuilders bought just the chassis and front end and
added their own bus body.

Jason Horne had some bits of styrene sheet that on first
inspection did not look particularly out of the ordinary. But
what soon emerged was the story of how they came about.
Jason had been getting parts for his Arthur’s Pass Station
building laser cut from styrene but over time they had
begun to warp as a result of the heat, something that was
not easily corrected. It was while he was pondering this
conundrum that he happened to see a Cricut (pronounced
cricket) Maker cutting machine on sale.
Think of something similar in principle to an inkjet printer
but with a knife instead of a print head and that’s more or
less it. You feed digital design information into the
machine, which then translates that into controlled
movements of a very sharp blade. There is also coordinated movement of the workholder when needed.
One catch for modelling purposes is that you need to be
able to create a CAD design of some sort. Not a problem
for Jason, who has those skills, and not for scrapbookers
who form the main target market, because there is already
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a large library of standard and modifiable designs
available.
Jason had first put his Maker to work on some windows
and the results were impressive. He says to cut styrene
requires several passes. 1mm styrene requires 30 passes,
0.5mm, 15 passes until the knife cuts through.
The main point is the accuracy and repeatability.
Just as it does when you cut styrene with a scalpel or
other blade, the Cricut does raise a burr that can easily be
sanded off. With the Cricut able to also cut wood,
cardboard, paper and vinyl, it seems that all sorts of
possibilities lie ahead. Important: the Cricut Maker is the
only model that can cut styrene.

Jessy Blunsdon’s North Yard A was looking good so
long as you only looked at the driver’s side, the injector
pipe have come loose on the other. After the train show
Jessy had stripped the paint and airbrushed the model
with Rustoleum Flat Black Primer before giving it some
light but very skilful weathering. In recent times Jessy has
also laid out quite an extensive railway in his garden, and
as if that were not enough was on the eve of departing on
a trip to Japan.

Jessy’s giving his North Yard A a repaint and some light
but well considered weathering was well worth the effort.

As always, Celyn Bennet had been busy, this time
building a Marks Model Works Dubs A, which was
progressing nicely. Being an 0-4-0, in building the chassis
he has incorporated his own compensation to ensure good
contact between all the wheels and the rails.

White never photographs very well so Jason’s Cricut
windows don’t show as well as they might. To the eye the
outlines are very precisely cut, and just as you would see
had the styrene been cut with a sharp scalpel, the edges
are burred. Those burs can easily be sanded off.

Brent O’Callahan had been helping clear out parts of a
deceased estate and had brought along a large cardboard
box of radio control parts, mainly control consoles, and
also some slot car track and cars. The latter will no doubt
be of interest to Colin Barry who has an “adopted”
granddaughter.

Compensation added to the front axle
Celyn had been making good progress with his MMW Dubs
A. The bent brass rod under the middle of the front axle will
allow it to rock. That will pay off by ensuring the wheels all
rest evenly on the rails for good electrical pick-up.

It was like unwrapping Christmas presents as Brent
(squatting) took one radio control console after another out
for Jason (blue shirt), who knows a bit about such things,
to examine. Inset: One of the better consoles.

Daryl Roe reported that his layout is progressing. With a
clearer idea now of what he wants and is able to do Daryl
has decided to simplify his original plan, which he now
realises may have been too ambitious.
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Daryl brought along a copy of an interesting new book
on structure/diorama modelling that he bought recently
online: 21 Projects: Structures Using Simple Tools &
Techniques, Bob Walker, White River Productions,
Bucklin, MO 64631, USA.

With rolled-up sheets of Autex Cube noise deadening
material at their feet, Trevor Corrin and Les Frost discuss
the possibilities. Inset: A piece of said Autex. It comes in
various colours and the overall thickness is about 10mm.

With next year’s convention in mind, Jason McFadden’s
layout has also been making good progress. The track is
all laid and working, the backscene corners are all formed
and ready to paint, and with a lattice of card strips also
completed, the basic landform is ready for covering with
plaster bandage, etc.
Les Frost had recently been trying out some Cube
sound deadening wall covering made by Autex, as noisedeadening track roadbed. This interesting material is
reputedly made from fibre recycled from soft drink bottles.
Being somewhat felt-like it is difficult to measure
precisely but with very little compression it comes in at
about 10mm thick. The white backing layer is about
8.5mm thick with another coloured layer of about 1.5mm.
Les says the material is widely used in classrooms
where it has proved very effective at suppressing
background noise. In fact, his supply has been coming
from demolished school buildings.
Just how best to use it is still being worked out but Les
has established that it holds pins quite firmly — in schools
it also serves as pinboard — and does deaden track noise
effectively, at least until the track is ballasted.
Ballasting should not be too difficult although ways of
doing that have still to be worked out, the felt-like surface
being quite porous and slightly fluffy. Angled shoulders
can be cut but only with a very sharp blade.
Watch this space for further developments, and contact
Les if you want some to try, he has a small stash.
—Peter

Celyn Bennet listens attentively as Neil Andrews describes
what went into his traction engine and 1930s bus models.

Some other angles on Neil’s fine models. Top: The traction
engine adapted from a Wills whitemetal kit, and below the
styrene bodied 1930s bus built on a plastic truck chassis.
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The gannets gather. Clockwise: Steve Woolley, Glen
Anthony, Kevin Leigh, Daryl Roe, Celyn Bennet (obscured),
Peter Bennet and Trevor Corrin.
Upper right: Steve Woolley (left) and Kevin Leigh appear
happy. Right: Jason McFadden (left) listens intently to what
Daryl Roe is saying.

January roll call:

The convention website is now up and running and being
regularly updated at modelrailcon.co.nz

Neil Andrews
Glen Anthony
Colin Barry
Celyn Bennet
Peter Bennet

Jessy Blunsdon
Trevor Corrin
Les Frost
Jason Horne
Kevin Leigh

Jason McFadden
Brent O’Callahan
Daryl Roe
Peter Ross
Steve Woolley

